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When undertaking the transformation of an 
industrial area contractor’s office and shop into 
the peaceful, inspiring artist studio of her dreams, 
Suzanne Hazlett thought of this quote from 
famous interior designer, Ilse Crawford: “I think 
ultimately we respond to our environment from a 
physical perspective. We learn a lot through all of 
our senses, rather more quickly than through the 
eyes.” Whether you’re passionate about design 
or not, everyone is aware of how they feel in a 
space. For Hazlett, it was important that her new 
art space be filled with light and inspiring.

“I was ready for a space that not only 
represented me, but influenced me. I was 
looking for a space that had light and allowed 
my work to be showcased,” explains Hazlett. 
The artist, in addition to creating her own 
work, has also headed the Wood River Valley 
Studio Tour for five years, an event that allows 
visitors to explore artists’ studios. “The thing 
about creative space and what’s made the 
Studio Tour so successful is that visitors are 
intrigued with seeing the environments where 
work is created,” says Hazlett. “Often, even 
the most affluent and avid art collectors have 
never been in an artist’s studio.” Much like a 
work of art itself, the process behind the art and 
the space it’s created in can be an intimate and 
personal experience. With this in mind, Hazlett 
set out to create her own newest work—a 
beautiful studio.

If you’ve never met Suzanne Hazlett, you 
might assume her to be like many artists—very 
right-brained with a studio full of projects 
and materials, and a mind brimming with 
overlapping ideas. But Hazlett is extremely 
organized, making both beautiful art as well as 
being meticulous in her space, punctual to a “t” 

on deadlines and meetings, and perhaps one of 
the more assiduous people I’ve ever met. Not 
one to be merely content with having a space to 
make art, Hazlett truly took it upon herself to 
make every detail of her space quintessentially 
her, from the overall feel to the tiniest detail.

The first day she took possession was Easter 
Sunday, and she spent it removing old carpet 
from the 27-step stairway herself. “It’s not 
an entire remodel, and what I could do, I did 
myself,” says Hazlett. Using paint, items from 
discount and building supply sources, and the 
help of several local contractors, Hazlett was 
able to transform the space for a modest budget 
and still achieve her goals. As demonstrated 
by her vigor for removing carpet on a holiday 
the staircase area was perhaps Hazlett’s biggest 
project. Hazlett removed the dark, mauve 
carpeting and put it in hardwood treads and 
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risers. Hazlett personally stained, 
sanded, and sealed every one of the 
stair treads, then worked with local 
contractors to bring it together. On 
top of the now hardwood stairs she 
added a runner made of real seagrass. 
“The runner is a neutral, organic 
texture that offers more of a safe 
surface than a slick hardwood surface. 
It also adds a visual texture as well as 
the aroma of authentic seagrass.”

In addition to changing the stairs, 
Hazlett wanted to change the stairway 
itself, emulating shiplap to bring a 
more horizontal aspect to the vertical 
corridor that greets visitors inside 
the front door. Shiplap is a method 
of fitting boards together by halving 
so that each overlaps the one below. 

Used for ships and in buildings in 
older communities, it has a great 
aesthetic appeal, which Hazlett used 
to create the horizontal lines she was 
looking for. New handrails, designed 
and welded locally by Josiah Rosser, 
were also installed.

The next priority for Hazlett was 
to brighten everything. The space is 
mostly white and neutral palettes, 
with the exception of a charcoal 
accent wall at the top of the stairs. 
The main floor space, where art is 
created, retains its concrete floor but 
has 20 feet of white cabinetry along 
the back wall for supplies. Rolling, 
stainless steel, restaurant-grade 
tables allow Hazlett the ability to 
move around the space, and a large 
industrial sink makes washing up and 
cleaning supplies easy. A 300-square-
foot mezzanine level overlooking 
the main spaceis also used for extra 
storage.

Upstairs is Hazlett’s office space 
complete with bathroom, kitchenette, 
and outdoor patio which can be 
utilized for meetings, napping, and 
displaying artwork, several pieces 
of which are already hanging on the 
walls. The upstairs also has a desk 
with computer, daybed, bookshelf, 
and a table with four chairs. “I 
brought in new furniture for the 
space,” explains Hazlett, “and one of 
the things that influenced my choice 
of furniture was visiting Paradise 
Valley in Arizona this spring.” Hazlett 
stayed in a new hotel that had austere, 
mid-century furniture, some of which 
she loved so much, she bought for her 
space. The low elevation of furniture 
in the hotel’s space made sense since 
her office ceiling is only eight feet 
(compared to the studio’s ceiling of 14 
feet). “To have traditional furniture 
would have been oppressive in the 
space, so I mixed high and low,” 
explains Hazlett. The bookcase 
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opposite the daybed and underneath a piece of 
art is very low, roughly only a foot high, but its 
length offsets the height and the austere white 
of the case itself complements the aesthetic. The 
table and four chairs for meetings are also low, 
though not so much that one would notice. But, 
of course, Hazlett does. No detail is too small to 
simply be a coincidence. 

As an old contractor’s office, the upstairs also had 
dated lighting, casting a shade that, for an artist, 
was unacceptable. LED bulbs were installed in 
“natural,” which casts a color true to natural 
outdoor light and makes for ideal art-viewing. 
The upstairs bathroom was also updated to 
be more modern, the biggest change being the 
reproduction early 20th century cement tiles on 
the floor.

The space is truly one of peace and inspiration. 
I walked away from my tour feeling that if I only 
had a space such as this, I would be much more 
inclined to work on more creative endeavors. 
As Hazlett rightly pointed out to me, we spend 
87% of our time indoors. Shouldn’t our interiors 
reflect us and be used to influence us to be 
peaceful, joyful, excited, and interested? 
Indeed they should. And this studio has achieved 
just that.

Suzanne Hazlett welcomes visitors to her studio by 
appointment and during the Wood River Valley Studio 
Tour, August 19 & 20. She is represented locally by 
Gail Severn Gallery. For more information and to 
contact the artist, visit suzannehazlettart.com and 
gailseverngallery.com.
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“An artist’s space is 
special—it’s intimate, it’s 
personal. In some ways, 
even more so than our 
homes.” –artist Suzanne Hazlett
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